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. ABSTRACT

I
A synthesis þrocedure for combinational networks

using two-input, one-output logical ceIIS is proposed

and investigated. This proeedure makes extenslve use

of the Bootean AnaLyzer (Simulator) whicþ i" capable

of solving Roolean equations

The proposed synthesis ;nethod starts by conside¡ing

the output of the combinational network and iterates
towards the signal inputs. A system of Boolean equa-

tlons is solved at every logical level
In this thesis, the basic iteration procedure (which

is to be repeated for every loglcal level of the network)

was programmed. Experiments with this program were

carried out and are reported here. They display the
versatility and flexibility of the procedure.
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I N T R O D.U C T T O N

The classicåI methods for designing switchlng circults
are based on the theory of switching by means of devlces
such as relays or transistors ¿

The developments of todayts technology offer more
sophisiicated and reliable switching devlces, such as

Integrated Circuits (IC) and their Large Scale Inte-
gration (L.S.I.). This new trend in the development
of technology forces many changeì in switching circuit
design techniques. The discrete component design proced-
ures are abandoned in favour of a new technique which
considers the switching device as cells with a given
logicaJ- structure.

. The designer of logicat networks., who uses large
scale integration, is not interested in the internal-
electronic structure of the cell-s. All that is necessary
for him is the knowledge of the fogical function of the
ceII. Some methods for the design of such systems exist,
Such as the ones.proposed by Minnick (B) and !,Ielss (5).
Most of these methods assume a. certaln logical arranþement
of the cells such as t.rees or arrays

In this thesisl â new general- approach to the problem
is suggested. It 1s based on the theory of decomposition
which was first proposed by Ashenhurst (1) and further
developed by Curtis (2). This theory 1s quite complex
when apptied to problems with a large number of variables
(N>4). Moreover, computer algorithms based on the theory
of de'composition use considerable computer time. To

overcome this clifficultyr A. Svoboda (14) developed the
Boolean AnaLyzer (8.4. ).

The B.A.r.which is a hardware unit attached to a

digital computer, ian proeess a large number of Boolean
terms in.paralleI. An lnvestigation of the fiel¡t of
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problems for this B.A. was conducted by Marin (6) who
suggested:' the possibility of using it in the cel-Iular
logic synthesis. This thesis explores ways of soJ.vlng
this problem by forming a set.of Boolean equations
which represent the systemts desired output and restri'c-
tions, This set of functions (equations) i. solved by
the B. A.

The B.A. is not yet available and therefore a Boolean
Analyzer Simu1atg.r ( B. A. S . ) was .produced . The first
version of B.A.S. 'hras developed by Marln (6) for the
ucr,A sigma 7 computer'system. The rBM 360/75 Fortran TV
version of B.A.S. is developed in this thesis. It is
an extended version of the sigma / one with the advantage
of not containing any special assembre routines or dimen-
sional restrictions.

In addition, a computer program ís presented here. The
program implements the algorithms to find a desired ceII
configuration to create a certaln output function. This
'function is to be synthesized while being subject to the

. restrictions of the system as required by the designer.. This
program uses the B.A.S. and is flexible enough to eccorrrm-

odate a large number of variables and a variety of limita-
tions of the system

Fortran IV was chosen as most computer lnstallations
have a Fortran IV compiler and thus could use the developed
program. The memory sj-ze of the computer used is the
limlting fact.or of the. nu,rr¡b-,er' øf' variables. The examples

.which v¡ill be discussed in this thesis demonstrate the )

use of this tool in:the synthesis of combinational logic
netv¡orks that use only five.different ce11,s, constitutlng
a complete set of functions.

Special attention is given to one partlcular example
which realizes functions of four varlables with a two-]eveI
logic, using the given set of cells. Other examples
demonstrate the flexibility of the pr.ograrn ln regard to
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the number of variables'and types of restrlctions.
The results- obtained from these examples proved one

l-lmftatlon of the proposed method. Because of the combina-
tional nature of these problems, the B,A. woutd be used
quite frequently. Using the B.A.S. instead makes the
procedure slow and costly. If a hardware B.A. had been
used, and also a hardware unit" for the "deconposition"
( ttDncouPtt) process, the method would prove to be faster
in finding abceptable solutions'and thus more economical
and practieal,

i:_:ilr 
_ .
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CHAPTER ONE

T .1- DEFTNITI ON OF T}IE PROBLEM

j The logic circuits which are being increasingly
I utilized in science and industry are getting bigger.,

more eomplex and covering a laiger number .of variables.
Because of the more frequent use of this type of
network, the devices from which they are constructed
have changed in a relatlvely short time from Re1ays

through tubes and transistors to Integrated Circuits
: (I.C.ts). Because of the use of I.C.rs and the }arge

number of variables involved, new synthesis methods, are

required
In general, the problem is to.find a method to

I real-:i.,ze logic networks of the following nature: they
I yield at .tn-eir output a desired functlo4 of as many

'variables as necessary, The input, in the form of input
' variables, is any data presented in binary form, ;

I including the output of other similar 'networks.. They

i are built with LC.f s or bulldlng blocks or ce]Is.
, fn particular we shall here consider only networks

made up of 2-input and l-output cells, rea1'izi,ng only
j

i one logic function. : These limitations are imposed here

itosimptifythepresentationandtheexamp1es
I ' Le,t us consider the 1,6 ïogic functions of 2 Boolean

variables. Out of these, five can be chosen in such a':
vray tina.t they constitute a compLete se-t ( see descrip-
tion by Minnick (B) and I¡üeiss (15). This.fact will
reduce the required number of cell types, to five, each

one implementing one function out of the chosen compLete

set.
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It would be desirable to achieve an optimum network
for the realisation of every'particular function, but,
since the optimlzation criteria are different in each

application ( for example, they couTd be represented
by-requirements suCh as:. minimum logic leve1s or minimum

number of cells or the use of only one kind of ceII, etc. )

this aspect is not to be discus3ed in this thesis, though
some provisions are made to enaÉ1e optlmlzation as well
( Section 2 .4)

I.2 E}CISTTNG METHODS OF SOLUTION

Most of the methods for synthêsizing switching circuits
with cells are based on a cascade conflguration. The

first to use such a form was K. K. Maitra (5). fn his
work (published 1n L960) hu studies switching networks
which were constructed by cascading 2-input and 1--output
binary logical cells, He assumed that ea'ch ceII could
realise any one of the sixteen possible switchi.ng functions
of the tv,ro binary variables (inputs) and that the inputs -

to the network appear at the ceII terminals in a prescribed
ordei. An n-input "Maitra Cascadett is composed of ("-1)
two-input single-output lôgica1 ceIIs. The inputs to a

typical ceIl consist of a signal Variable (input to the
network) and the output from the preceding'cell (¡'ig. L).
Uaitra ( 5) describes a method for enumerating the class
of switching functions realisable by cascaded networks
and the conditions for realizing arbitrary switching
functions by such networks. He presents a map method

for synthesizing such networks. A later work by J. Skalansky
(t2) proposes a synthesis procedure for the sarne type of
cascades which does. not specify a fixed asslgnment sequence

of the variables to input terminals. He uses a matrix of

a

';:._
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binary representatlons of the minterms of the truth
function. His ¡irethod flnds al.l the eascades that
reallze a glven function. An algebraie reaLízability
test and synthesis procedllre was suggested by Levy
l'Iinder and Mott (4).

fn 1.964' R. C. Minnick (B) p.resented a work which
describesanothermethodforsynthesis.The1ogic
structure which he uses is a two-dirnensional arcay ol
cel1s. In this arrangement, each column is a t'Maitra

Cascade" which produces one part of the deslred output.
The lov¡est row is also a "Mait,ra Casc'adett which achieves
the desired output function by operatlng on the output
of the columns which are its input variables (¡ig . 2).
He assumes a fixed ordering of the input varia.bl-es and

devotes part of his work to the electronic aspects of
manufacturing a ceIl which ean be adjusted to perform
any desired function ( Cutpoint cell).

Further work in this direction has been done by
A. Mukhopadhyay ( 10), who developed minimLzatLon algorithms
for cellular arrays.

A very recent work by C. D. Weiss (15) suggests
another method of realising a function wit,h arrays. His
approach uses a comblnation of the "Maitra Cascade'r and

the ttMinnick Rectangular!' (pig. 3) and he starts with
the prime implicants of the function to be synthesized.

A different type of cell which has J inputs and

2 outputs was considered by M. Yoeli ( 16). This approaeh
results in a two-rail cascade

It 1s worthwhile to note that a very good survey of
cell-ular research 1s presented 1n reference !. 'i,l:.:.:.: l

l::r 1.' -:1:. i
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2 . T TTIEORY DECOMPOSTTTON

The method suggested in Chapter J of this thesis
impLies the use of the theory.of decomposition introduced
by R. I. Ashenhurst ( 1) , ',

The foLlowing is an outline. of the basic theorems
of the theory of decompositlon (taren from reference 1),

Theorem 1: A switching function f(X1rXZ, .. .,Xr)
possesses a simple decomposition in terms of
r(Y'Yz,...Ys) and ó(zt,zz,...,zn_s) if and only
if its YrYr.,.Ys lZLZZ...Zn_s partition matrix has
column multiplicity v KZ.'

Theorem 2: Let f(4,8, C) be.a functi,on with no vacuous

OF

I :..t :

i .. -1,

variables.
If f(A,B,c) - u[ç(A,B),d

= cfø(A), B, d ,then f ( A, B, c) = 
"ly Vto), "] 

, d ,
where \(ø,8) is a..uniqtely determlned function of þ,8,
in which no variables occur vacuously, and for which

Theoreir 3: Let f(ArB) ¡" a function with no vacuous
vari ables
rr f(A,B) =vlØ(A),q

= cw(B),4 ,
then f(A,B)-H[ø(A),X@x ,.'
where n(Ø,x) is a uniquely determined function of Ø,X
in which no varlables occur vacuously.
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f(ArtsrC) be a function with no vacuousTheoren,4: Let

variables.
Tf

then

variables, :'

rf f(4,8, c) = Fll(A),e, c] i:

clx(e), a, c] ,

then f (4, B, C) = Hif (A) , Y (B), C] ,
where H(þr%rC) is a uniquely determined function of
ÓrØrC, in which no variables occur vacuously.

Theorem 5: Let f(A,B,C} be.a function with no vacuous
variâbles.
If

then
where H ërþr? = px/x/, the operation x 1s uniquely
determined as +, or A, and the functions ø(A), %(g),
and 1/t(C), in which no variables occur vacuously, aTe.
'uniquely determined if )É is, . ou: +, and to within
complementation if * is A

Theorem 6: Let f(Ar":r,D)'!" a functlon wj-th no vacuous

where H(ÀrD) has no vacuous variables and is determined to
within complementation of the varlable Àrl (/,X,,v)=flx/'xVu,
and the funetion-*¡[,(A), ,ú(B),, y(c), in which no variables
occur vacuously, are determined to within complementation.

Theorem 7: Let õyõ2'....r õn be the rnaximar decompositions
of a function f(x!,xz
iables occur vacuously. Then either (1) the secondary
sets 51,52,...rSp âre all disjoint, so that õi<-Þôj, for
all i,iSp, and S'rJS2ur...,;Sp - I, or (2) the secondary
sets SyS2,:..,Sp are all con¡äint, so that õf)õj

f(A,B,c) = F[6(A,B),C]
= Gh (A, c),d ,

f (4, B, C) = Hlë(A),2 (B),4// rcn ,

lì r.:.

j: -!'
Á j.1'

i
:
i
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directtr-y for. aTf. .1, j < p, but the secondary set
complements 'S1r32, ,',.rSp are al-1 disjoi-nt, anC

.:
StVStt*r.,.\JSo= I.

.È/

Theorem B: Given a function f(xn, xat.. lrx-) in whlch
no variabres occur vacuously, ìnå'.ãt g, o? its expiicit

I'
decompositions, partially ordered by2, forms a 1attlce.
Theorem 9: Given a function'f( x1sx1, ...x-) in v¡hich

'r_1II'
no variables occur vacuously, the set D*' of its
simple decompositions, p"rtirl1y order"å OUt, forms
a lattice,

2.2 SOLUTTON 0F BOOLEAN EQUATIONS

The theorems presented in Section 2.L may be e:.:.lrressed
in the form of a set of Boolean equations. This reformul-a-
tion will turn the decomposition of switching functions
into the solutlon of simurtaneous Boorean equations. There

' are a few methods for solving systems of Bool-ean equations.
One of them is the map method which was developed by
A. Svoboda ( 14). fn this method, the system of Boolean
equations is mapped onto a logical space, called a discrimi-
nant, which reprgsents the validity of the system. The
discriminant is a rectangular map in whlch the corumns
contâin all the states of the known vari-ab1es and the ronrs '

contain all the possible combinations of the unknown
variables. {[hus, to every entry A' in the rectangu]ar
ñâp, v¡hich represents one comblnatión of all the variables,
a value of t1.1-t' or trorr is assigned, depending upon the
validity or non-validlty,.(respectively) of the system of
Boolean equations for that parti-cular state of variabl-es.
The discriminant gives the nature and number of existing
solutions satisfying the given system. -./'
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EXAII{PLE:

X1, X:2 - Known Varlables
J - Unknown Variable;
Alf the expressions y = y
of Boolean equation XL +

The discriminant of that

xzxI

Y
Y

o

T

(Xl,X2) satisfying the system
X2Y +.,1t" = L are sought.

system is:

oo

0

o1

t
10

2

tL

3

i:"::
|,-..-...
i';:j:.1

} .ì , l

,'.i
r''.1

l': :ll:iì

NOTE: The method used to decompose the discriminant and to
find each solution is deseribed in secti on 2.4

This procedure for finding the discriminant.may be
done either manuarry or uslng a computer. For problems
with a small number of variables, the manual method is
convenient- 'However, when the number of variables increases,
the number of entries A. . in the discriminant also i.r"r..r""t
and makes the manuar. ,oï*rioo ;;r;-;;;';;;'^;;;;;". rn
such cases, a computer should be utilized

2.3 ÊLOBODAIS BOOLEAN ANAIYZER

one of the tools used in the synthesis procedure suggested
here is th-e Boolean'Analyzer (8.A. ) first proposed by A. svoboda
( 14). The B-A. is a hardware unit, operating as part of a
digital eomputer. rt is capabl-e of cor.nput.iirg the discrimlnant
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of a large system'of Boolean equatlons. rts advantage is
that it can proiess many terms of Boolean Algebra simultan-
eousl-y, thus reduclng the operatlo.n time

The B.A. has two modes of operation. In the first
mode, it determines the prime implicants of a given
Boolean function. In the second mod.e, it find.s the
discriminant of a set of Booleán equations.

There are three fundamental .theorems on which the
operation of the B.A. is based, rn order to understand
them, some definitions must be made. '

Let y - 1. be a given Boolean function and y be its
complement, presented as a sum of terms t,-.n

J = trt. = o¿¿n
I

. Each term

'th-inÏ
!, XÍ or

tf, is of the form:

D_I.... XZ X, wheru Xi takes one of the values
li exclusively.

posslble Boolean combinations of the form tn,
make up the logical space T.

h, which 1s the identifier of the element t,-nT, takes on values that correspond to the
the following way:

There are 3n
all of which
The subscript
of the space
var:iable X 1n
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h=h1 ,"lnr3L+ +hn3h-1 =
n
\-L

l-=I

hi 3r-1'

Since each term,tn implies Yr'1t 1s a non-implicant
of y(y=Y). In order to determine all implicants of y
it is sufficient to cancel from the Jn-space T of alt
possible terms those which are'non-implicants of y.

Theorem 1: Given a Boolean functlon y and its complement
v, let [tnl be the set of implicants of y, and Fi]
represent all terms in T. The sufficient condition for
a definite tËl (h' = 

¡Ë, 
n'¡ 3i-1, tÅ . [tir]) to be

a non-implicant of y. is that for at least one tn-term of y
nÀ

(n=.!n trj 3J-t, tr,. Fnj ) r,¡+hri*3 for j = 1,2,3,:..,tr.
tJ-a

Theorem 2: Ordering of Implicants. If a term ta =àtb,
then a )b.
Example: tl:Xl tr=T." X1i tÈt' T > t

Theorem 3: Exclusion of non-prime-implicants. If a term
th, tneTc, is a prlme implicant o¡ y: then any other term
tk implicant of tn 1s not a prime implicant of y

Example: Given y = Í1 X2 + X1 12 + ie X3 (n=3)

l. :..

'tr'.4::È t::ì

¡:{;:ì:1i.'i
i'':TÊ:r;jÍ

r". ::.ll' j
Ìi::::r;'i:
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Y=t4+tZ6

Space T and [tn] are represented in Table I.
Table II shows the application of Theorem L, step by

steprthe .implicants of y ordered as per Theorem 2.
Table III shows the exclusion of non-prime-implicants.

The term with the lowest identifier (t5) is always a prime
implicant (because of the ordering according to Theorem 2).

To summarize, the selection of the prime implicants of
y is done in the foflowing three basic åteps:
( ") Determination of the ordered set Tc containing all the

implicants of y.
(b) The term tp, tpeTc, with smallest identifier p is a

prime'implicant of y and is transferred to the set

[an]. (fnis set 1s empty at the start of the solution
and contains all the prime implicants of y at the end. )

,(") All implicants of tp are cancelled in Tc

Steps 2 and 3 are repeated until Tc 1s empty.

2.4 DECOMPOSITION OF Îi{E DISCRIM]NAI\rI

The discriminant of a system contains all the solutions
of a system. The number of solutions 1s obtained as follows:
Let Ux represent the count of all non-zero elements in a

eertain column X of the'dlscriminant. The total number of
l'
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solutions S is the product of all Ux integers.

zn- L

s =TT
X:O

Tf s * o, every solution may be' obtained by decomposing
the discriminant into S maps Ds that every Ds:+D
but contains only onê non-zero element in each corumn.

To explain the rules of the discrimlnant decomposition,
note the following:

' (") Each Boolean function in the form yj = yj(X1 ,X2,...,Xn)
j - !r2r...rm

(where xi 1s the known variabl-e and yj is the unknown
variable) must have a unlque value for every given.
combination of known variables (Xi)

(b) only a single point corresponds to that combination
in the column X (known variables).
Each map Ds is thus a truth table of one solution,
from which an algebraic expression.can be obtained.

EXAMPLE 1.

Given a system i1 Íz + Íexryt + Íz yz yJ, + x2 yz yr = e

XL;XZ - Known Vartables
YL3Y2 - Unknown Variables

Its discriminant is:

\ xLx2 0o ol_ 10 1,I

\xorz3
Y2Y1-=Y \

oo0
0LI
1.O 2

tt t

---/'

o o o 7

o t o '1

T o o o

o o T 1
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S=1-
There
The 3
T.

Ux=

xl-x1x3=3
are three possible
Decomposition maps

soluiions.
and solutions arä:

a,

\XY\
o

1

2

3

\xrx\
o

T

D1

Truth Tables.

o1

x2Í1

L

Yl =

\xr
X2\

0

I

o 0 o T

o I o o

L o o o

o o T o

Y2=il
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3
Y

o

7

2

3

o o o o

o T ,o t
t o o o

o o T o

\x1
x2\

o

L

\xr\x2-
o

L

Dz

Truth Tables.

o1.

Y1=XL+X2

ol1
r t1

Y2=ÎL
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Yl=XL

0

ñ
32o

o

D^
3

. Tru.th Tables.

\x1 o 1.

X2\
o

1,

+x2

\x1*-'x2 \
o

L

; .1.'
i::

Y2=NI+X2

This method of decomposition frây, in some cases, yierd
a very large number of solutions. since, in these cases,
it is a long proceciure to go through every sorutlon of the
system, a method first proposed by M. Marin (6) was deveroped
and utilised here. The basic idea behind'ihis method is
that usually only a few solutions out of all the possibre
ones are needed. There are, in most practical cases,

ìtÈ.r-¡.4

o o o 0

o 1 o 0

1, o 0 0

o o I L

o 1

t 1

T o

I 1
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some factors which are not represent,ed in the system of
l

equations. These special restrictìons can be presented
in a form of an additional equation. Slnce both the
original sJrstem and the constraint have to be fulfilled,
the discriminant of each of them can be f.ound (note that

,., the column and row identifiers .of both discriminants have
to be identical) and both discriminants can be logically

, tlANDedtt. This is done by performing a logical tlANDtt on
each entry Aij of both discriminants. The resultlng

ì discriminant contains the solutlon (s) (if any) which
satisfies both the orlginal systero and the contraint.

EXAi\4PLE 2

To the'system of Example L, the following constraint is
added: X1 X2 VZ = Q

The disc.rimlnant of the constraint is:

.'t_._ :'l

\ xzXI oo 01 L0 n
Y2YN

oo

oL

tro

LL

ux': 4 4 4 z ; s=4x4x4xz=Lz}
,;

The two discriminants are "ANDedrr and the following
dl scrimin-ant results :

1 1 1, o

1 1 T o

T 7 1 1.

1_ I T 7
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x

There exists only one solution wlrich satisfies both equations:

l\
o

t

3

fit lz + 7z X1 Yl + 12 y2 YL + xz Y2 ÍL = Q (3 solu.tions)

þf xZ vZ - O (Constraint) (1"28 solutions)

(sotution .No. 3
in previous
example )

t only in
case which

hen a system of
Since the.B.A.
ion at a time,
stem can be

ants can be

eNo,lof
imlnary manual
qu.atrons anlo
6, page 11.

(
:'i . ["t=11 +x2
i

This met'hod proves to be very useful no

order to limit the number of solutions in a

: has a large number of 'soluti-ons, but also w

equationd has to be solved usíng the B.A.
can find the discriminant of only one equat

the discriminant of each equation in the sy

found, and then all the'resulting discrimin
logically t'ANDed". This is shown in Exampl

Chapter 4. This method elintinates the prel
' preparation of transforming the system of e

a single equation, as u¡as done in reference

o o 0 0

o L. o o

T o '.o o

o 0 I L
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2.5 ÞqqLEAN ANALYZER STMULATOR

' The s¡rnthesis proceciure proposed in this thesis implies
the use of a B.A. slnce, at the present time, this is not
availablê,. â Boorean Anaryzer sfunulator (B,A.s. ) was used
instead. The fi-rst version of this simulator was programmed
by M. Marin (6) for the SIGMA Z computer. This program
was written in FORTRAN iv except for 3 subroutines whlch
were written in asseilrbler language. The progra.rn Ïfas
limited to the size of the ucr,A srcMA f computer (3zt< word.s
of memory) thus having a maxlmum of twenty-two variables and
five hundred terms. Since it was fel-t that the B.A.S. should
be independent of any pa::ticular machine, it was modified
in the course of this work. The entire program is now
written in FORTRAN rv, and changes were made so that the
dimensions can be very easily adapted to any size acceptable
to the machine used. FORTRAN rv was chosen beòause this
is the most universal scientific computer language in North
America today, and almost al-l computer instalrations have
a FORTRAN IV compiler.

since the original B.A.s. was modified, changes were
also made to widen and extend its scope. The following
are the basic changes which were implernent:ed:
!, The entire program is r{ritten in FORTRAN ïv, and is tius

. 
rrmaehine'-independentr'. 

The major assumptions .made were
that a fixed point number is represented in a 32-bits' word, and that a negatlve fixed point number 1s stored
in a'ttwo's complement' form in the computer memory.
These assumptions r,¡ill suit most of the availabre
commercial machines.
Arra¡rs r¡rere classifiêd into blocks within adequate
common statements for fl-exibility in carling subprograms.
The upper limÍts of iterations in Do loops i^rere specifÍed
by an'integer-valued variable, which is common to all-
subprograms.

2.
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The format fbr printing the discrlminant was chairged
to have the form whi-ch is described in section 2.2.
An option was added which wirl enable working witrr
equations of the forn G = 1 as weII as G = O. This
is important especially when the prime implicants
of a function are .sought, because the necessity of
inverting the function prior. to its p::ocessi_ng by the
computer is eliminated,
B.A.s. was turned into a subroutlne which is called
whenever the B.A. should have þeen used. This enables
the utilization of B.A.S. in future applications.
An additional subroutine DECOMp was written, which
decomposes a discriminant and finds alI its sorutions.
ïts theoretical basis is descrlbed in section 2.4 and
its corresponding flow chart is shown in F1g. 4,

5.

6.

This subroutine (DEcOMp) makes extensive use of the
identifiers of the rows and columns of the discriminant
because their binary: r€presentation displays their
corresponding minterm in the truth table, These iden-
.tifiers are used as array subscripts; variable names,
cr.,M and BAtrf, stand for the columns and the rows respec-
tivery. since'zero is not a legitimate subscrlptr. one (1)
r^ras added to each identifier and then subtracted whenever
a translation to binary was made. Two arrays of dimen-
sions 2N (m =.number of known varlables), namery, D and. ,p,

are used., D acts as a soluti-on counter v¡hile p stores
the decomposed discriminants one at a time (each one
represents one complete sotution) . D ( cLM) stores the
number of times a rrlrr appears in column cLM, namely ux.
Thls is done for al.l the columns of the discriminant.

-'z''
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Once D (CT,M) is'obtained for all columns, all its terms
are multiplied to yield and dispray the number of sol_utions
S.

D(srM)', (D(.cLM)=ux)

If S = O or S > MAX, where MAX stands for the maximum
number of sotutions imposed by the user (see sectj-on 3.r),
the process is stoppred. Otherwise, the actual deeompo-
sition starts.

The discriminant of a particular solution is stored in
array P in the following way: in each column of the discri-
minant there is only: one element which equals 1 (a11 the
other elements in the sane column equal O), The row.
identifier of, that element 1s stored in p (cLM) (cl,l,t=1 ,2,...r2N)

rn order t-o express each one of the unknown variabres
as a function of some known variables, more processing
(following Svobodats Algorithm) is necessary. 'The row
ldentifier which is lncluded in each element of p is
translated to its minterm representation and is checked
rf it includes the particular unknown variable (which 1s
sought at that time, since each variable is processed
separately) in an uncomplemented form, then the correspon-
ding column is an implicant of the unknown variable. once
all the corumns are tested, arr the rninterm i-mplicants of
the unknown variable are obtained, Using this result,
B.A.'S:' finds the prime lmpllcants of that unknown, and
the result is printed

fn order to go'through all the possible solutions, a
methodical sequence of decomposition is required. The
first- solution will be composed. of the highest located
rrlrr on each column. For each of, the following sorutions,

ll::/.-+:./,t-'1

2N

S =JJ
CLM=L

i.,. r,--,.i
Il:,'ll.t.'
!l . ..".,-;

:

i
{
I

Á

:,
,.i
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.P(1) will be changed to the next tlt downwards in the
same eolumn untlt no more tLrs are avallable. After
having found alt the solutions in which the rl-ts of the
firrst column only were pernnuted, the same is done for
the second column, then the third column etc. until the
eNtf, column is reached. For each | lt processed from the
ith column (i=2 ,eN) all- thê permutatlons of the'l-ts
in the 1st, Znd,...r(i-1)th columns have to be repeated,
so that if for example D(L)=3, each tLr in the second

. column (CIU=Z) will yield 3 solutions.

sequence. The i-ndex CLM identi-fies the column which is
processed for the first time and f identifies the column
to the left of CLM whose tlrs are being permuted. After
the lowest tl- i in a col-umn has been used., the program
returns to the highest located | 1-t in that column and

starts perrnuting the next column to the.right (I=I+1).
After finishing the permutations of column I which

is next to CLM (t=Cl,trt-l), the following actions take place:

L. D(cLM)=f (cr,u¡-t
2. P (CLM) is changed to include the row identifier of

the next t1-' downwards in CLM.

3. ,I is set to 1 (I+1).

Then the procedure is repeated again. trrlhenever all the
'l-t s of a column CLM have been processed, O(Cf,U)=O and

CT,M is stepped up one unit to the next column (CLM=CLM+l).

This procedure is iterated until the whole array D
.I\T

equals zera; i. e. D(Cf,.M)=O for CLM=I, 2, . . ..r2" , 'Example 
L

demonstrates this procedure.

--21-
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Giv.en tTle same system as

2.4, its discriminant was

described in Exarnple L

found to be:

Y2=12Í.1 +X211 =Nl-

Y1 =

CLM

x2xl

Y1

Yl-=izxl-+x211
After printing the first solution,
following way:

RAhI

7

2

3

4

; S=Lx1"xLxJ=J

to DL 'in Section 2.4)

aTTaY!'D changes in the

\ xzx.I
Y2Y1\

O=OO
.l

L=01

2=LC

3=I7 :

oo

t
T

(wnicrr corresponds

_t_t_il
34

and 4 theref'jj'e:

34
l-o t-L

o1 1-1.10

4

3

2

T

:

CT,M

D_

SOLTJTTON NO. T

P

CLM

Y2=L

CLM

X2XT

'{2

t2
in Rows 3

L2
co 01-

f. in Rows 2

I2
oc cL

and 4 therefore:
?T
J

1-o tL

o o. o I

o T o 7

I o 0 0

o o L t

I o t 0

o 7 L o

o T T 3,D
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D il::[-ü_:--,-_-'l
I,Ihile P stays as uias.

Then array P changes and the second

SOLUTION NO. 2 (Wfricfr corresponds
solution is obtained

to D2 in Section 2.4)

F

CLM T

x2x1- oo

v2

Y2 = XZ*.1'

CLM 7

xzx| co

+ X?NL

2

01

34
10 tL

34
l-o 1,r

2

oL

3 (wnicrr

P

CLM

x2xI

Y2

y2=

CLM

x2xI

Y1

Y1 =

+ X2X1

34
10 1.r

t
oc

2

o1

3

10

4

u,

X2i1 + xzLt

I2
oo o,L

=ÍL+x2

Ízxt + x2lL + x2x1 = x2 + Xl"

. ,...',:.ì ... .l

.ir"¡1.1,:i:.'.::,
' j' .-:: -. ,

l

4 23 2

o

Yl j-' l_-i:f-_l_l_a-l
YL = 72xL + x2ll + x2xl- = x2 + xL

After printing the second solutlon, arcày D changes:

D L-C L-e_-l-_ql-_-r:l
Then ar-ray P

SOLUTTON NO.

changes to yield the
correspond s

third solution.
to D3 in Section 2.4)

443 2

To I t
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After printins the third solution, the following happens ! -: .r.,.;,

f=
1.

and the decomposition is terminated.

o o o o

r::.: I
-:, 

.

:

:.,..'.:
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CHAPTER THREE

3. 1 TTIEORY AND ALGORIT}T.4S

rn the synthesis procedúre,, outlined below,. the cells
utilized have the fçll-owing ch.arac.teristics (Fig. 5),

gi (Y1",Y2)

i

t. .Each individuar cerr has z inputs and r ou.tput
2. Each individual- celr can perfoïm one Boolean function

within a complete set of functions. .

The complete set of.5 functions (reference 15, p. r}r,
reference T, p. T) which was assumed iF:

Index Number Function
g1

?

3

4

YI+Y2
tt +yz
Yr yz

Y1. Y2

y1Y2+ Y2=Yl-@Y2

Note that any other comprete set of functi_ons could have
been used without affecting the method; therefore, it
is claimed that the synthesis methodo.rogy'presented here
is completely general.

Let X1, X2, ...2Xn be the
network - the "Signal Inputstr.

input varlables to the
ii;' '-'- '
li.:-':i .:
I
¡

I

Fie. 5



Let F (X1-, [2,...., Xn) be the desired output function
b the ttlast Cr rtwork be the cell whoseLet the trlast Ce11'r of the ne

output eoincides with the sought Functioh F.
Let YL, Y2 ¡ô trre inputs to the trlast C.e11" of the

network.
Let gi be the function .performed by the rrlast Cellrr t

of the network. .

The logical ::elation ""ptutá.lting the conditions for
the ttÏ,ast- CeIllt is:

F (x1, XZ,....,Xn) = gi (yt, Y2) (i = 7, 2, 3, 4, 5) (1)
in which Y1, Y2, are the unknowns.

Let the problem be to synthesize F with 0 f,ogic Levels . 
"''

( 9, < maximum number of logic levels of the net) :

The procedure to be followed is:
/, \ . ÀEquation (1) is solved for i= I,2,3, 4r 5, thus finding

the inputs Y1, Y2 to the cell for each possible function
gi that it can perform. Once all' the so'lutions are
achieved, any one can be chosen, determining the celI

' function gi which'glves the expected results.
Each one of the two input'functions Yl (Xtr'XZr...'Xn)

and'Y2 (X1, XZr....rXr) tfrus obtalned may be eitheä a :

logical constant or a "signal input" or a function Y

If Y is a function realizable by (1,-1) logic leve1s,
then the ceLl whose output coincides with Y may be

sought in exactly the same manner, namely, by setting Y

to be the output function of this ce1l. If, on the other
hand, Y is found noi to be realizable by (L'Ð cellular
logic levels, then another solution is selected'and tested.
The entire procedure is iterated for functions Yl- and Y2

untll the Lth logic l-evel is reached. If, at this stqe,
no acceptable solution is found, it is concluded that
.no realization exists with !,-fogic IeveIs. The flow
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'chart describing the algorithmic steps of this synthesis
. methodol-ogy is shown in Fig, 6.

The criterion according to which the cell functi-on

, (gi) it selected may vary according to the particular
case. If desired, aII the possible solutions can be

'displayed, so 'that the selectión may be made manually
by the' user. This may be ideal .when an toir-line" inter-
action with the B.A. system is avai'l-able.

The basic part of the synthesis method outlined above

( see Section 4. 1) was trans,lated into a computer prograf,o

written in FORTRAN IV. The prograÍrL solves the equatlon
F = gi and finds gi, Y!, Y2 for each i(i = I, 2, 3, 4, 5).
No further selection is carrled out in the general program
because of the reasons described in Section 7.1,. (Selecting
a.tttwo-1evel- logict' by the use of the constrai-nts is
demonstrated in Secti on 4.2).

The computation steps of this prograÌn are:
, I. For each gi(i = !,2;3,4,5), the equation F = gi

is turned into the form F Si + F gi = O which is
acceptable to either the B.A. or B.A.S. (l'rom here onr
B.A. (S. ) will stand for the use of either the B.A. or the

' B.A,S.) This is done using five (5) separate subroutines,
one for each cell function (gi), in order to enable easi

. changes in the set of functions ,used. The complement
of F (F) is achi.eved by the B.A,(S. ) .operating in
mode 7.

2. The discriminant of the system p = gl is computed by
the B.S.(S.) operating in mode 2 (for L:!, 2, ..., 5).

3. The discriminant is decomposed by "DECOMP". The

number of solutions is pr.inted, and each one is computed

and displayed. . This is one point in which 'ron-line"
interaetion j-s desirable, to determine how to proceed

i-.

1
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once the numbgr'of solutions is known. since such a

feature is not available for this'work, 'the program does

.not find the solutions if their number exceeds a

prescribed value (MAX). The constraints which are

described in Section 2.4 may bç used in steps 2 and 3.

If a constraint exists, its discriminant is determined

by. the 
"..4.(S.) 

and ldgically "ANfDed" to the one of! the

system. The new discriminant is decomposed by "DECOMPt'

which prints the number of the solutions and each

solution in full

PROCEDURE

. The flow chart of the computer program is. shown

in Fig. 7. The synthesis procedure as described in
section 3.I is carried out in loop B, and the computa-

tion bl-ocks preceding this loop. are used to make the

necessary initial Preparations
Thus, in block I the terms of the function F a:l.e read

and stored for future processing; in block II the B.A.(S.)
(operating in mode 1) is used to find the complement of

the function F (F). The prime implicants of F are then

stored in the same fashion as the terms of F. If there

are constraints to the system, their equatlons are read

in block III, and their terms are stored in the sarne

way as is done in block f. Each constraint is referred

to by ar1 address MJ which indicates the order of
appearance.

After storing the terms of F, F, and the constraints
(where applicable), the program searches for possible

solutions with the first selected cell. The program then

will try to realize the output function F, using this cell'
/

lþæ'É24). 11"-: ::
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If constraints e.xist, it will try to realise F, sati'sfy;r:g
these constraints, one by onerusing only the setected -celI.
This is done in loop A (flg. 7). i^lhen all the solutions
using one particular cell have been found, the next cell
is selected and the same procedure is repeated. This
is done (loop B) unt1l the com$'Iete set of cells (five
celIs) is tested.

Block IV consists of five (5) different subroutj-nes,
each one corresponding to one ceI} type. The program
is channelled to the appropriate subroutlne by the choice
of the cell (i). Each subroutine uses its particular
cel-l f,unction gi(i = !, 2, 3; 4, 5) to convert the equation
F = gi into the form Fgi + FSi = O which is acceptable
to the B.A. (S. ),

Block V processes the terms of the function Fgi + Fgi =
using the B.A.(S.) (operating in mode 2). The B.A.(S.)
finds the discriminant of that equationr'which represents
the existing (if any) reaLízation of F with celI i. If
the synthesis of F is subject to constraints, then the
set of simultaneous equations:'

Jr = si )wirl be solved.
(-constraint equation MJ )

In subroutine CSTRT (eloctr" W),, eâc,h, eonstraint is added
independently to equatibn F = gi. fn this subroutine, the
discriminant of a constraint MJ is obtained with the aid
of the B.A.(S.). The two discriminants, one expressing the
desired function real-ized by cell i and the other express-
ing the MJ's restrictlon, are logically t'ANDed". The
resulting- discrimlnant j-s then processed and deconposed.
by subroutine DECOMP (Block VII Fig. 7). If no constraints
exist, the original dj-scriminant obtained 1n Block V is
sent directly to DECOMP, bypassing 

"r.rb"oolirr" CSTRT

:;:-ii: i::

i.l
::
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Subroutine DECOMP (Block \IJI) finds S = the num¡er of
existlng solutions in the particular case. If S>MAX,

.

no solution is sought since MAX piedefines the -upper
limit of solutions to be retrieved ' Otherwise, the
discrininant is decomposed and all the solutions obtainêd

ii, l

are printed. ' ." : 't:':

, After completing the proceis with cell- i and constraint
MJ, the procedure is repeated r^¡ith the same cell and the
next constraint until all the constraints have been tried

t.t '-"' :

out. "This is described in loop A. Oncè all the constraj-nts have ¡,.,'.,,,,:
' ..j - l;-1.

been processed, MJ is set back to 1 and the next ceII 1s

selected (¡V stepping i). The actions of loop A start
again with the new cel-l (loop B) and contifiue until no

*or" cetís are avall-ab.Ie (i> 5). llhen i) 5r_ the synthesis
of that problem has been termlnated and the next problem

cän be read in and solved
User-Instructions are presented in "Appendix E.
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-CHAPTER FOUR

4. T .PROGRAM EVALUAT] ON AND LTMITATIoNS

The computer program develqped in. this thesj-s and

described in Section 3,2 is listed in Appendix A, and

hras tried with a few examples (see;section 4.2). These
trials proved the prograrn to be capable of solving the
suggested problem (see Section 3.1), i.€., for a glven
Bool,ean output function, the program selects, out of a

' set .9f logi caL Z-input and l-output ceIls, those whieh
are able to yield that function at their output. It
is also capable of finding the two-ceII inputs which w111
yield the desired function at the cells output. In the
following discussion, one such cell and its two inputs
(YI, y2) will be referred to as one sol-ution

>mputer program can find all th; existing solu-
tions for a particular function with the given complete
set of cells, includlng the most compllcated and imprac-
tical ones ( see Section 4.2)

In order to select only the adequate 'solutions, some

constraints were introduced which the program proved to
' handle correctly. I/,Iith a slight modification, the program

was made to select solutions which comply with two different
restriction,s simultaneous,Ly' (see Example 3, Section 4.2).

The disadvantage of the method for selecting a solution
with constraints is that the constraints have to.be expressed
in the form of Boolean funct"ions, The expression of the

, selection criterion in the form of equations (constrain'ts)
may result in a very large number of Boolean equations,
thus'making the computer operation long and costly

Another possible method for sel-ecting the sol-utions is
to find all the existing solutions; and -thén check each one
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against a certaiÀ cri'r,erion. This is practical onry when
the nunber of solutions is relativery sraalr and the
processing tirne 1s not too Iong. (ffre number of sol-utions

t,i which is feasible to test depends on the processing time,)
' The reason for using the constraint method for solutions

selection in the general program is ihat it,does not
; depend on the total number of solutions.

,l Subroutine "COUNT" 1s used because the-McGilf University
:ì IBM 360/75 Computer Systern, which was used for these trials,

has no automatic page-skipping .feature. Another limitation
:l,i was imposed on the program because no explicit overflow

protection message was availabl-e in the installation used.*
For this reason, whenever the number of sol-utions exceeds
Lorooo, a message is printed and no solution is retrieved
(see Example 2, section 4.2). The program's adaptabitity';
to different sets of cells was demonsirated when a change
fn the set of cel-ls used was tried 'out. The cell function
gE was changed in Example 3, Section 4.2, to il-y2 + y1Y2
") - --e-

from ÍXY2 + YLY2 which was used in Examples L and Z,

_. section 4.2 . Thus¡ the sarne program can be used employing
different ce1ls or for the purpose'of selecting an optimal' 

. set of cells for any particular use.
A limitation of the program is the length of its

process.ing time. since, when working with a computer, tn-e '-,;,',;r,,,'.

cost is deterrnined rnainry by the processing t1me, the

Llses. Because of this fact, no computer program was wrltten
' for the complete synthesis method which was suggested 1n

,:i

NOTE: * llhen an overflow oecurs, a large negative number is
retrieved . z'

,','','.... :..::

ir::!ìl'i;il'Ì11:
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in this thesis (Section 3.1-, Fig . 6), It is assumed,

however, that if a B.A. had been used, as was orlginafly :

suggested, this problem could havé been eliminated.
To explain this assumption, consider the comparison in
Reference 6, page !25, between the processing times of
the B.A. and the B.A.S. It. wa's found there that the
time ratio between the tv¡o is ol tfre order of 104. If
a function with only one constráint (expressed in the form
Ç = 1) is to be realized using the program presented here,
the B.A.(S.) is called tv¡elve (L2) times plus two times

' for each solution. Taking into account the processing
time ratio between the B.A. and the B.A.S., it 1s evident
that the use of the B.A.S, makes the program very expen;
sive.

It 1s strongly recommended that subroutine DECOMP .

be. turned into a hardware unit as well. This'woufd be

a natural extension of the 8.4., since a, discr:iminant
is not usually considered as a final answer and its

' decompositlon always follows. Subroutine DECOMP processes
the discriminant which was found Uy the B.A.(S,) and. uses
the,B.A.(S.) to find the prime implicants of each solution;

- therefore, it would be a natural part of the B.A. itself.
Assuming that the time ratio between a software and a

hardware decomposition unit i.s of the same magnitude as

the time ratio between the B,A.S. and the 8.4., it is
evident that the cost of using the synthesls program
1s go.ing to drop significantly with the use of the hard-
ware units.

--<'
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4.2 PRoGRAt{s AIYD EXAMPLES

Note that the name of
is printed undez'neath
stands for AËD, MM,
solutions that DECOMP

was set to equa

EXAMPLE 1.

-36-

each variable, that 1s, Ar' Br'C, etc.,
12OIthe identifier. For example, ABCD

which is the maximum number of
wil-l find for any discriminant,

The Iisting .of the general computer pr'ograrn (described
in Section 1.2) which 1s used in Examples L and 2 is presen-
ted in Appendix A. .The outputs for examples L and 2 are
presented in Appendices B and. C rèspectively, The prograrn
J-isting and outputs for Example 3 are presented 1n Appendix
D, Instructions for the users are presented in Appendix E.

The results achieved are shown by uslng the identifier
h in the following uray:

Let the function to be

F=AÉ

reaLLzed be:

F(A,B)

The solutions sought are either without any constraint
(constraint No.l-) o" with the constraint C = A expressed
in the form AC + Æ = 1- (constraint No,2), Note, for.
example, the solutlons with cell type 4 (tr = CD) and

constaint No. 2 ( C = A) (pugu 82 ) . Sol'gtíon No.2, namely,

:: ;,::-:1,,iìrr:::
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C = A, D : E, contains the least number: of literals,'and
requires only the inversion of the input varlable;
IIowever, wê also diplay the valid 'sclutions C = A, D = AB;

C = A, D = ÃB + AB; C = A, D = Ã + B; which obviously
contain a larger number of literals and require logical
operations on the input vari-ablés. A duplication, due

to the symmetry of the cells uied, can be seen in the
solution with celI type 1 (tr' = C + D) without any constraint
(ptg" B1). ,In this case, solution No. 2'with only the two

inputs to the cell (C and D) intercharrged.

EXAMPLE 2 

: 
]

Let the .function to be

p=ABC+ÃEG+DE+FG
realized be:

The solutions sought are either without any constraint
( constraint No. 1) or with the 'constraint-,

',/

't:;.'.t:.,;'.

''. .'. "a

D

E

F

i::,

H(4, B, C, D, E, F, G

I(A,B,C,D,E,F,G
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rfr = ÃEG + DE + ÃDG

\l-m-o
This constraint is expressed in the form,

ADr + ffir,+ D-Gr + AEr + EGf + Ãnci + Dm + Ã¡cl + Hr = Q
''

(constraint No.2).
Note that, when the number. o.f existing solutions

exceeds 1-OrOOO, a message to that effect is printed,
and the actual number of solutions is not retrieved.

It is lnterestlng to note that, with thè increasing
number of variables, the number of solutj-ons seems to
tend to either one of the two extremes: either a very
large number of solutions or none at all. This means

that the problern as formulated is either not sufficiently
constrained or over-restricted, respectively.

The Computerts Central Processing Unit (CPU) took 3

minutes, 1t.BI seconds, for compiling the program and

solving exàmples 1- and 2. The compilation alone takes
approximately O minutes, 16 seconds, which means that
solving Examples 1- and 2 took apprôxlmatety 2 ráinutes,

- :-
5O seconds.

EXAMPLE 3

The following example realizes functions of four (4)
variables (ArB, CrD) with cellular networks which hrave up
to two levels of logic. The program finds the celt wit.h
the two inputs (E,F) which will- yield the d.esired function
F(A,B,C,D) at its output. Ìn order to limit the reaLiza-. tion to consist of one or two logic l-evels onIy, each

one of the two inputs to thç ce}l (Er¡') i" restricted.
to be a ionstant, a signal lnput (4,8, C or D) or the.

l:r,'::i
i, ì,: r.i¡
i r:.".1ì
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' done is the following: 46 constraint's, which represent

a.11 the possibilities for E (A'B,C,D)'to be either a

signal input or the output of a single logi'c lever net-
J . work, are imposed on the system one by one. I^Iith every

such constraint, the number of'solutions S.is computed.

This number wiIl include all the. possible tea1.Lzaiions,
including the ones in which F does not comply with the
requirements. fn order to restrict the input F as we1},

51, additional constraints are needed. Depending on the
;i number of, solutions computed, the progran selects one

of the following modes of operatton.
Mode.1: If S >40, the !1. restriction.s which limit F will
be'imposed on the s¡rstem one by one. Once this is doner.

both E and F are restricted properly .and the possible
solutions wi].I be found.
Mode 2: ff 5440, it is more economical to find all the
solutlons and test F in each one. Slnce E is already
properly restri-cted, the solution 1s iejected if F does

not yield a "ttnlo-levei" realization
The program had to be changed to suit this procedure.

The basic changes made are:
I. The number of variables throughout the program hlas

fixed at four, and the dimensions were reduced

respectively.
2. The constraints were read ai the beginning of the

program sincê they were common to al-l the functions.
They were split to .those that limited E and the ones

that limited F.

3. The program was changed to be able to impose trro
diff-erent constraints on the System simultaneously
(for use in Mode 1).

..' ttt
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4, A section te:sting the F input was'added (for use'in
Mode 2).

5,. Cell type 5 was changed to execute an Exclusive Or..
This was done to show the versatility of the progï.em.
Since the intention in doing this program was to

create a tabl.e of sol-utions for al-1 the functions of 4
variables (taken from reference 3, pp. 396:4O7), some

changes vrere also incorpórated in order to rnake the running
of the program more economicar. The table wourd consist
of 238 functions (and possibly their comprements as wetl);
therefore, the procepsing time of each function becorces,
v.ery important. The time for soLving examples 1, and Z

gives suffici-ent reason to try to reduce it. since thís
prograrn processes functlons of four variabl-es only, the
memory size actually used is relatively small; therefore,
some changes which saved processring time .but used more compu-
ter storage were made. The changes made for this pulïpose
are:
L. The eonstraints are stored 1n the form of th.elr

discriminants rather than prime implicants, This
means using more memory for each constraint (there
are 97 constraints), but saving the time of computing
.the discriminant whenever a constraint is used. .

2. The discriminants are stored not in bit-strings but
in digit-strings. .For N = 4, the resulting difference
irr s'uorage space is not signiflcant. This saves the
tirne of transformlng the discrlminant from digits to
bits and back whenever it is needed. (.subroutines
DISCRI and P-IIT are eliminated )

3. The program was changed to look only for the flrst
valid-solution with each function processed.
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Change No. 3 was incorpsre.ted bece.uge of tlre resultg
of the follovring experiments which were- done with one

' arbitrary function: F = ÃB + Be

!ühen all the solutions wêre computed, the processing
time in the computer was 36.44. seconds. For the sane

function, wheh only one solutibn (the first to be found)
was computed, the processing time was 22.08 seconds ( see

both outputs 1n pages D3O D35). ' Considering that the
22.O8 seconds were spent on compiling the program, process-

, ing and storing the discrirninants of tine 97 constraints,
. and finding one solution, it is clear that to spend an

additional 74.36 seconds, just to find the rest of the
acceptable solutions for one function, is very costly,
especially when hundreds of functions are processed.

Therefore, it was decided to stop the processing of any
particular function once one acceptable solution was founC_"

until the B.A. hardware unit become" .,ràil.ble. The
printed solutions, therefore, may not be the best ones.

However, after one has prepared the complete tab1e, one

may select some of the functions which have a solution,
and run the progran agaín, this time finding all the
possible solutions. The complete table is not included
in this thesis; instead, a table bf only 23 functions is
presented in Appendix D. The processing time for compiling
and computing't]ne 23 reaLlzations was 4 mlnutes, 38.32
seconds. Compared with the time required for runnlng
Examples 1 and 2, it is seen that a significant reduction
in computer processing time.has been achieved.
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4.3 ¡gcolflunNoetrom Éon Furune sruny

The studies which were done in the course of this
thesis, combined with the results which were achieveci,
indicate that further investlgations in the following
directions are desirable.
7. The hardware unit for the Boolean Anaryzer shoul_d be

modified to incl-ude in it the decomposiaron of the
discriminant as we1l, once this has been finished
and the system is built, the times for real-izing
systems using the procedure outlined in this thesis
shouLd be {ested and compared to the results presented
here. I¡Ie also recommend the inclusion of an ,,on-

linett interaction facility in the system and modifica-
tion of the computer prograrn so that it wirr wait
for further instructions once the number of sorutions
is dispiayed.

2. Inihen the hardware units are avallabre, and provided
that the processing time is reduced sufficiently by
using them, a program along the lines descrlbed in
Fig. 6, section 3.r, for the complete generar synthesis
method should be wrltten. This general program wiu-
be a most useful synthesis tool for the design of
digitar networks, and shourd prove to be helpful fg" :

reaLizíng srnall .systems as we1l as large ones
Further studies -on the selection of solutions should be
made. The method of consrralnrs can be improved and
extended. This method will always be useful as a
means of solving a system of;a. few equations simultan-
eousry without any manual cal-culations prlor to the
computer processing. The other sel-ection method of
finding all the'sol-uticns and testing them one by one
sould also be studied. If the hardware unit built for DECOMp

3.
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will find a'nurnber of sorutions simultaneously (¡v
parallel processing, as was suggested f,or.the
Boolean Analyzer)r this method, when d.eveloped, might
prove to be easier to imprement and more useful than
the constraints method , .,

4. optimization criteria for selecting the solutions can
be investigatåd, and several.of them can be attached

. to the program wi.th proper selecting facilities.
These may be learned by the system as Examples are
processed.

i:..:,t,iir. -ii.
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rn this thesis, a synthesis procedure for cerrurar
networks, based on a new generar approach, has been proposed.
The ce1ls used are.two-input one-output cells which can
perform one logical function out. of a given set, as described
in Chapters 1 and 3.

The proposed procêdure (Chapter f) u.sesrsvobodars
Boolean Analyzer (8.4. ), but since no such unit is availabre
at the present time, ian extended version of the Boorean
Analyzer simulator (B.A.s. ) rdas developed and utirlzed for'the experimentation. The basic part of the procedure i^ras

' progra4med in FoRTI{AN rv and run on the McGill rBr,4 360/75
Computer. 

.

The results of the experiments are rçported in ohapter 4.
These proved that the new general approach to this synthesis
problem yields lnteresting and useful results, The program
irnplementing the basic synthesis procedure finds al-l the
existing solutions, and a method for selecting the desired

-: solutions is made availabre by adequate insertion of
constraint equati-ons. The const::aint equations are sel-ected
o.'y the designer according to the particular requirements
and ere part of the input data. Thus, the prograro proper
is not affected by these constraint equations.

Because of the frexibility of the procedure, it rnay
be applied to various logic probrems. For exampre, in
chapter 4, a table containing the two-leveI reaLizations
of four-variable functions was compiled. Typicalry, the
execution time required per function was L.! minutes, since
the B.A.s. instead of the B.A. hardware unit was used ( see
Chapter 4),

i ..r:.':
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The most imþortant feature of the developed program is
that it processes functlons with a very large number of
variables, this number being limited only by the memory

of the cornputer usêd
Program documentati-on, a m'g,nuaI for users, and program

listing are presented in Appendices E and,A. Experlmental
results are listed in Appendices BrCn and D.

i. ::.'.:;
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